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Agriculture, Water 
and WASH Games



TThe Farmer’s he Farmer’s 
JourJourneyney

The players roll the dice and move along the path, collecting points in 
the form of animals or agricultural products. With a bit of luck with the 
dice, they will be able to move on the path, gathering as many points as 
possible. However, some uncontrollable events can take the players back 
and forth and thus shorten or lengthen their journey. Once everyone has 
finished, the player with the most points at the end of the game is the 
winner.

Farmer’s Journey is a board game that encourages players to find the 
best ways to run their farm and gain as much wealth in the form of stars 
as possible. This game is dictated by a player’s luck. The player rolls a 
dice and requires no knowledge or skill. The messages and visuals on the 
playboard will allow children and adults alike to discuss what a farmer’s 
journey can look like when uncontrollable and/or unpredictable events 
affect their water supply and agriculture practices. This will either lead 
to a longer or shorter journey and hence collected stars at the end of it.

General info

Rules
Individual skills, awareness, impartment of knowledge

Didactic aspect

2-4 players

Number of players

7+ years old

Age group
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Land Use GameLand Use Game

Players are asked to draw a map of their area (including water resources, 
water ways, agricultural areas, topography, roads, settlements, main 
buildings, etc.). After this, each player is given a card which displays a 
specific water and soil conservation practice. Each practice has its own 
characteristics and practicalities which are mentioned on the back of the 
card. The goal of the game is to find the right locations for each specific 
practice within their area and to explain to the rest of the players what 
the benefits of applying this practice will be, how the practice can be 
carried out and sustained, and by whom. In cases where a practice is not 
suitable for a context, there can be a discussion on the reasoning not to 
include it and why it would not be successful, if implemented. On the back 
side of each card, detailed information can help facilitators to explain 
players the pros and cons of each practice. 

The Land Use game was developed in collaboration with GIZ and the 
Ethiopian Ministry of Agriculture. This is an interactive game where 
players mainly community members, explore their area with their fellows 
and identify the land-use practices that can help them restore and 
maintain their area. With the facilitator, players can explore which land 
use practice is suitable for their area and which steps are needed to 
implement it.

General info

Rules

Cooperative and individual skills, sharing knowledge, 
involvement of actors

Didactic aspect

4+ players

Number of players

16+ years old

Age group
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Wash quartetWash quartet

Players take a hand of cards and try to collect all the cards in one 
category by taking turns trying to guess if an opponent has the specific 
card they need. The goal is to collect as many matching series of cards, 
or ‘quartets’, as possible to win. Taking turns asking the other players 
for missing cards from one category (for example, “Do you have the 
‘Use water and soap’ card from the category ‘Clean Hands’?”) leads to 
an entertaining and educative experience. The current game categories 
include: 

• Safe Drinking Water
• Always Clean Hands
• Safe Sanitation
• Safe Food

WASH Quartet is a version of the Austrian card game ‘Quartets’, 
designed by Games with a Heart to playfully educate its audience on 
water, sanitation and health issues. Previous iterations have been widely 
tested in Ethiopia (2018), Yemen (2020), Uganda (2021) and Greece 
(2022), and have been released in multiple languages, including Amharic, 
Arabic, English, Greek, Kakwa and Spanish. WASH Quartet is a game 
that fosters discussion among peers and help them incorporate new habits 
and change behaviors.

General info

Rules

The game can easily be expanded with new categories and practices, 
to allow for easy adaptation to local themes and expansion of the 
maximum number of players. 

• Unhappy Flies
• Health
• Disease Prevention

Individual skills, support for vulnerable people, sharing 
knowledge, incorporating new habits

Didactic aspect

2-4 players

Number of players

9+ years old

Age group
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Wash code cardsWash code cards

The goal of the game is to collect as many sets as possible. The winner is 
the person with the most sets. However, there is more to it: 
1. The players shuffle the cards and put nine of them on the table with the 

images face up in three rows of three cards. The next nine cards are 
added in the same way on top of the first, until all cards have been 
distributed over the nine piles

2. The main objective of the game is to create horizontal or vertical rows 
of cards that all have the same category, yet have different symbols. 
If you manage to do so you can take these three cards from their piles 
and keep the set. 

3. During your turn, you are allowed to do one of three things:
• Take a card and put it face up on another pile, trying to make a 

series.
• Take a card and put it face down on another pile - try to remember 

the symbol on the card and wait for a next chance!
• Turn a card over so that is face up and try to make a series.

4. The game is over when there are no more series to make. Each set that 
is formed gives the player score 1 point. If you have two series of the 
same category you get double points for that series. The player with 
the most points wins!

Utilizing the same cards used in the WASH Quartet, Code Cards is a new 
ruleset that has been tested in Lesbos, Greece by Games with a Heart. 
This game fosters discussion and learning of new lessons among players 
and helps them incorporate new habits and change their behaviors.

General info

Rules

Individual skills, support for vulnerable people, 
incorporating new habits

Didactic aspect

3-4 players

Number of players

7+ years old

Age group
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Fly overFly over

In this cooperative game, players work together as a team and throw the 
dice to move forward. If it lands on the child facing, their pawn can move 
up one space, however, when it lands on the fly facing, the opposing 
pawn gets to take a step. This continues until the players land on a ‘Make 
a Choice’ icon. When arriving on such an icon, a WASH-related question 
is read out loud to test the players’ knowledge on water, sanitation, and 
hygiene at the household level. On a correct answer, the players can 
take the right path forwards. To improve the replay value, educators 
are encouraged to cover up the answer mazes themselves with a piece 
of paper so the participating students can really focus on getting to the 
right answer with knowledge.  Will the players be able to reach the end 
of the labyrinth before the dirty fly does to win the game?

The Fly Over game takes players on a promotional journey of hygienic 
practices through the water cycle at the household level, starting from the 
tap and ending at the toilet. It promotes actions related to safe drinking 
water, sanitation and hygiene. The game consists of a playboard, pawns 
and a WASH Dice (with sides portraying either a fly or a child). The 
game fosters discussion and learning on new lessons in a playful manner.

General info

Rules

Cooperative skills, impartment of knowledge, more 
attractive education

Didactic aspect

3-4 players

Number of players

7+ years old

Age group
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Wash mazesWash mazes

WASH mazes is played either individually or as a team. Players should 
identify the right practices for achieving certain objectives such as safe 
drinking water, safe food and disease prevention, cut them out and paste 
them in the right order on the maze. 
Once successfully filled in, mazes can be used as posters to promote the 
messages about good hygienic practices.

A selection of simple mazes made to practice the knowledge on WASH 
topics, like disease prevention (shown below), safe drinking water and safe 
food. This game fosters learning of new good habits and helps players to 
change behaviors on various topics.

General info

Rules

Making education more attractive, individual skills, awareness.

Didactic aspect

1+ players

Number of players

7+ years old

Age group
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Physical Board 
Games



 Arctic sea Arctic sea

One player begins by putting as many ice floes as possible on to the 
playing board. The floes that remain are put aside. The first player takes 
one floe from the remaining floes and shoves the floe over the playing 
board (see image 2 for where on the board). The floes that fall off are 
left alone and are used by the next player in his turn. The next player 
takes the fallen floes and shoves them one by one over the playing board. 
When there are none fallen or remaining floes, the players take a floe 
that is about to fall off from their side of the board game.
When a boat sails out of the marked area on the playing board, the 
players’ turn is over, and they should start over in their next turn. This 
also applies when their boat sails out of the marked area due to their 
opponents’ game. A player wins when his/her boat sails of the board in 
the right area.

VARIATION 1 (MAX. 4 PLAYERS): 
A boat lies on an average size floe. 
(Each player should use the same size floe). The player will try to move 
his/her boat across by shoving the floes like in the gameplay.

The goal of this game is to get the boat across an icy sea (the playing 
board). This can be accomplished by pushing ice floes on to the playing 
board. There are a few variations to play the game, which are explained 
below. This game educates the participants on individual skills and teach 
them about topics such as climate change.

General info

Rules

VARIATION 2 (MAX. 4 PLAYERS):
A boat lies on an average size floe. (Each player should      start with the same 
size floe). At the beginning of the turn, the player should move his/her boat to 
an adjacent floe, he/she starts to move the floes as in the regular gameplay.

COMPONENTS:
•  Playing board   •  Pieces of ice floes   •  Boat pawns

The area in which player 1 needs to 
finish (fall of the board)

Player 1 can push ice foes on his side of 
the board (2 player game) 

Starting point for player 1

Awareness, individual skills, sharing 
knowledge, strategic skills

Didactic aspect

2-4 players

Number of players

9+ years old

Age group
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Animal diceAnimal dice

Each player has a set of six animal dice. At the beginning of the round, 
all the players pick a dice of their set simultaneously and throw them at 
the same time. This is repeated once more, then each player counts their 
combined points. 
The player with the most points gets to take a dice from an opponent player 
by throwing the ‘”natural selection-dice”. This dice decides which dice can 
be taken from another player. The winning player can use the confiscated 
dice in the beginning of the next round. If the option dice falls on 1, the 
players should take the first dice of one of their opponent players. if the 
dice falls on 2, the second dice. If the dice falls onto a blank, the players 
can take a dice of their like. This is the ending of the first round. 
After this, a new round starts with the same steps repeated. The players 
lose when they have one or none dice left. That’s why it is important to 
choose carefully which dice to throw. Do they choose an antelope or an 
elephant? The player who ends with more than one dice wins the game.
Sometimes after throwing two dice, players get to a tie. When this happens, 
the players in the tie throw a third dice. Not having a third dice means they 
lose the tie.

This game takes place in the animal kingdom. Who is more suitable to 
survive, an elephant, a condor, or a tiger? Animal Dice can raise the 
awareness on biodiversity and other topics.

General info

Rules

FOR THE TEAM PLAYERS:
When playing in teams, both team members take a dice without consulting      
each other. The combination of these two dices decides which team wins the 
round. The winning team gets to throw the natural selection-dice and then 
take a dice from every other team. In this case, players also lose when they 
only have 1 dice left.
EXPANSION SET WITH MYTHOLOGICAL CREATURES:
In the game played with expansion set the players may add two mythological 
creatures of their choice to the set of dice. The players then play with 8 
dice. If they  throw any of the combinations described below, they gain a 
special power:

• 1 on a unicorn: 3 points are deducted from one of the opponent’s total 
scores.

• 3 on a dragon: Players are allowed to throw an additional third dice.
• 5 with the centaur: if the other dice the players throw is a six, they get 

an additional three points.
• 2 on the mermaid: players can re-throw the mermaid dice.
• 6 on the sphinx: the first dice players throw counts double.
• 4 on the phoenix: when players have the lowest score this round, the 

winner can’t take the dice from other’s set.

Card: Can be 
changed 
to: 

Magic 
Nr. 

Total Front Top Side 
1 

Side 
2 

Bottom Behind 

Elephant Sphinx 6 24 1 3 3 5 6 6 
Polar Bear Dragon 3 24 5 3 5 4 3 4 
Hippo Centaur 5 23 6 3 2 5 5 2 
Condor Mermaid 2 22 5 6 2 4 3 2 
Deer Phoenix 4 21 4 2 4 3 5 3 
Rabbit Unicorn 1 20 1 4 1 4 6 4 

 

Awareness, making 
education more attractiveDidactic aspect

2-6 playersNumber of players

7+ years oldAge group
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KnossosKnossos

The game board is made out of squares. The size of the board depends on 
the number of players. With two players nine squares are used, with three 
players twelve squares are used, and with four players sixteen squares are 
used. 
Each square is part of the maze and consists out of sixteen planes. In one 
of the sixteen planes a flag can be planted. The squares are randomly laid 
down into the maze. Each player begins at the corner of the game board 
with their pawn. At the beginning of the game each player has six flags 
standing next to the board game.
Players take turns and during a turn they can:

• Move their pawn tree planes on the same square or on the next square 
but they can never go through the walls; or

• Pick up one of the squares and rotate them to bother the opponent.
The goal is to plant as many flags as possible. When players move over a 

After a secret affair with a bull, the queen of Crete gave birth to a monster. 
The Minotaur, half person, half bull. The king of Crete ordered his brilliant 
architect to build a maze to lock up the Minotaur for eternity. Unfortunately, 
the monster only survived on human flesh. Every year the city of Athens 
was mandated to send fourteen young people to Crete, to be fed to the 
Minotaur. This was until Theseus appeared at the scene, which hunted the 
monster up in its maze, the Knossos. Knossos is a strategic maze-game, where 
players need to conquer their position on the board. The game provides 
strategic thinking skills.

General info

Rules

flag-plane, they are allowed to place a flag of their own color in the plane. 
When the flag-plane is already taken by other player, players are allowed 
to remove that flag and place their own flag instead. The first player that is 
successful at planting his/her six flags in the maze wins the game.

ADDITIONAL RULES:
Rotating the squares:
• Players can’t rotate the same square as their opponents rotated in their 

previous turn.
• Moving the pawn: 
• Players can’t jump over the pawn of their opponents.
• When played by two or more players and the same square in three 

sequent turns were moved, players should leave the square after the 
third turn.

(Each player has six flags)

Didactic aspect

Number of players

Age group

Individual skills, making education 
more attractive

2-4 players

9+ years old
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Educational Posters



Educational Educational 
postersposters

The next section of this catalogue consists of educational posts developed 
by MetaMeta that can be used alongside our games to further enhance 
the knowledge taught there. 
The first three posters were developed by MetaMeta and published by 
GIZ GmbH, and portray the base crop data of maize, pearl millet and 
sorghum, as well as the actions required by the farmers to maximize their 
yields (such as land preparation, fertilization, varieties, crop planning 
and pest control).

In the section after that, four posters are displayed explaining a variety 
of water-related lessons, such as access to safe water, household water 
consumption, water footprint and the worldwide water usage. 

General info

Individual skills, awareness, making education more attractive

Didactic aspect
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Magazine Games



Expedition through Expedition through 
the Himalayasthe Himalayas

Starting with the youngest player, each player rolls a dice and moves 
through the labyrinthine map of the Himalayas. Players should try to be 
the first to make it to the basecamp as they yell “IEEE!” at the sight of 
a Yeti, desperately look for a safe area to wait out a snowstorm, make 
good use of Snow scooters left behind by previous expeditions to make 
up for lost time and try not to get caught in an avalanche!

Players make their way through the treacherous Himalayas Mountain 
range trying to be the first to reach the basecamp. They will have to 
hide from blizzards, escape avalanches, and ensure they remain firmly 
outside of the grasping claws of the abominable Yeti! This game explores 
the dangers of surviving in the mountains, with a hint of fantasy mixed in, 
and it can help raise the awareness on topics.

General info

Rules

Individual skills, making education more 
attractive, awareness

Didactic aspect

2-6 players

Number of players

7+ years old

Age group
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Deer & lionDeer & lion

Each player has two pawns with which to attempt to cross the field. Each 
turn, a player can move one pawn one space horizontally or vertically. 
Players should be the first to cross the field with their deer or lions to win 
but they have to watch out for the holes – if they step on one of those, it 
will mean game over!

Two species, deer, and lions, square off. Which will be victorious and 
reach the other side of the board first? A game explaining tactics and 
nature to the player.

General info

Rules

Making education more attractive, awareness

Didactic aspect

2 players

Number of players

7+ years old

Age group
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The savage The savage 
Toucan RiverToucan River

Players take turns exploring the dangers of the Toucan River, hopping 
from area to area and making sure that no dangerous animals get them 
before it is too late!

Players explore the dangerous Toucan River, meeting friends and foes 
alike as they attempt to be the swiftest one to reach the end of the river. 
The game educates on individual skills and raises awareness on certain 
topics.

General info

Rules

Making education more attractive, awareness

Didactic aspect

2-4 players

Number of players

7+ years old

Age group
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 Catching  Catching 
ButterfliesButterflies

The players cut out the flower game board along the solid back lines, then 
cut out each game card along the black lines. Shuffle the cards and place 
each face-down on the gameboard. One player searches specifically 
for yellow butterflies and the other looks for the blue butterflies. Set the 
game pieces on the Player Start spaces and decide which player begins 
by rolling off. The first player then rolls the dice and moves that number of 
spaces. A player can move their game piece left, right, up and down, but 
not diagonally.
When a player lands on a card, they turn that card over to see if it is one 
of the cards in their color. If it is not, they turn it face down once more. There 
are some special cards the player may come across during their search 
– their rules are explained on the next page! In order to begin collecting 
the butterflies, the player must first find a net of their chosen color. Once 
they’ve found their net, remove it from the game board and place it in front 
of them. From that moment onwards they are allowed to catch their color of 
butterflies. The players continue taking turns rolling the dice and hunting for 

It is summer, and butterflies are floating in the breeze! Why not catch a few? 
In this game, the players are butterfly collectors attempting to catch more 
of the marvelous creatures to study. For this game, you will need a printed 
version of this game, a set of scissors, dice and two different game pieces 
(pawns, two different coins, etc).

General info

Rules

their butterflies, removing it from the game board and placing it in front of 
them. Blank spaces created by removed cards are still spaces over which 
the players can move and land.  The player that collects all five of their 
butterflies first is the winner!

Making education more attractive, awarenessDidactic aspect

2-6 playersNumber of players

7+ years oldAge group
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The Spider and The Spider and 
the Flythe Fly

One player is the spider, the other the fly. The spider tries to catch the 
fly by landing on the same space on the game board as it. The fly, 
meanwhile, tries to escape by reaching the spider’s starting point. 
Each player is given a different crayon. The tallest player goes first. 
Taking turns, the players draw one line by connecting two big dots on the 
spider web. They cannot cross a line they drew earlier, but they can cross 
a line drawn by the other player. The game ends when the spider catches 
the fly or the fly reaches the spider’s starting point. Wipe off the crayon 
lines with tissue and play again!

Uh-oh! The spider is hungry, yet the fly definitely doesn’t want to be its 
lunch! A game dedicated to strategizing and raising awareness.

General info

Rules

Individual skills, making education more attractive

Didactic aspect

2 players

Number of players

7+ years old

Age group
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‘Your Turn, My ‘Your Turn, My 
Turn’ collectionTurn’ collection

The rules for the respective games are displayed on each of the posters. 
For most games you need only a dice, two game pieces and/or a pen. 

The following games are a series developed by MetaMeta in cooperation 
with Spark India. It consists of various poster-sized games to be played 
between two players that excel in a variety of didactic topics such as 
tactical mindset, memorization and awareness.

General info

Rules

Individual skills, making education more attractive.

Didactic aspect

2 players

Number of players

7+ years old

Age group

Do gutiDo guti
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Go, buffalo!Go, buffalo!

Jumbo kushtiJumbo kushti
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FishingFishing

Tigers and Tigers and 
goatsgoats
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Memory & 
Communication 

Games



My spy and IMy spy and I

SECRET MESSAGES

In this game, players train to give secret messages. The game is played 
by four people – in two teams of two people each. Players sit around the 
table and their teammates sits opposite to them. Players should pass secret 
message to each other. Players need the Secret Word Cards, little pieces of 
paper and a pen. Players should mix the deck of cards, take twelve cards 
from the stock, and put these head down on the table. Now they start to 
play: The oldest player starts. He/she takes one Secret Word Card from 
the heap and thinks of a one-word message related to the word on the 

Do players want to become spies? Then, first they should learn all that it 
takes. The wit, working with  codes, the skill of keeping secrets, and the 
capacity to memorize. My Spy and I comes with a box full of spy games. 
Some games are  played in teams. Players can also play a competition 
– doing all the five games. All games are easy to come to grips with but 
DIFFICULT to win. It is meant to practice decision-making and memory 
skills. The games all start from the Secret Word Cards with words, images, 
and symbols. Players should take a good look at them. Some cards by 
the way are six special Spy Cards – with the special attributes of a spy 
(the suitcase, the binoculars, the camera, the gloves, the map, and the 
watch). Players will have fun while trying not to be caught out! The game 
educates on individual skills such as memorization as well as social skills.

General info

Rules

card. He/she writes down this message on a piece of paper, closes the 
piece of paper and passes  it on to the opponent player sitting to the left 
or right of him/her. That player reads the message and may guess one 
time what the word on the Secret Word Card is. If the guess is wrong, the 
player passes the piece of paper to the teammate of the first player. The 
teammate may make a guess too or keep the message to him/herself. The 
first player writes another clue or message related to his/her Secret Word 
Card, but this time passes it on to the opponent player on the other side. 
Again, that opponent player makes one guess after reading the message 
and he/she does get it right passes on the message to the teammate of 
the first player. They continue doing this until the word is guessed right. The 
team that guesses the word can keep the Secret Word Card. One player 
can pass on a maximum of five messages per Secret Word Card. There 
are some small additional rules:

• Players can only write one word on the piece paper.
• Players cannot write a word on the piece of paper that is part of the 

word on the Secret Word Card. For instance, if the word is ‘Earring’, 
they cannot write ‘Ear’ as their message.

As mentioned, the team that guesses the word keeps the card. After each 
turn, they move clockwise, and the next player takes a Secret Word Card 
and passes down his/her clues. When they are finished with the twelve 
cards, they count the score of each team. The team with most cards wins – 
but the special ‘spy cards’ count double.
When the game ends equal, players should play a last card. The team with 
the  right guess is the winner.

MIND PALACE

This is a memory challenge. Spies don’t take notes – they just remember  things. 
The game can be played by two, three or four players. 
How to play? Players shuffle the Secret Word Cards carefully. Each player puts 
in a challenge, for example, how many Secret Word Cards they can memorize. 
Players write the number they think they can memorize on a piece of paper and 
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next compare the ‘bids’ of all players. The player with the lowest ‘bid’ starts. He/
she takes the number of Secret Word Cards corresponding to his/her bid from the 
stack but doesn’t look at the words on the cards yet.
The watch (or hourglass) is set and the first player has 30 seconds to memorize 
the images or words from the cards. After this, the player gives the cards to 
another player and mention those cards he remembers having seen one by one.  
Keep a count of the words memorized and forgotten. All players do this in turn, 
drawing a number of Secret Word Cards equal to their bid.
In the end, players look at the score for the round:

• The player that did not forget any Secret Word Card and had the highest 
card bid wins the round and get to keep that bid as his/her score.

• If no one was flawless, the player that memorized most cards wins and 
keeps that as the score for this round.

Play several rounds…

A hint: While memorizing, players can use the so-called ‘pegging’ techniques: 
try to remember the images as if they are in an imaginary room or placed 
along an imaginary journey.

FIND THE THING

This is a simple game but fun. It trains players to find things – again an 
essential  skill. Players can play with two, three, four, five, even more 
players. Players can also make teams. Each player or team draws at 
random six Secret Word Cards and study them well.  Players now have 
eight minutes to ‘find’ the image/words on the cards in the house. Either 
physically or written down somewhere (in a book or a newspaper). The 
player or team that finds most words is the winner. Spy cards count double.

MAKE UP A STORY

Spies should be able to make up a story and not be outwitted – and then 
of course(!) remember the story they made up!

This game can be played by two, three, four or five players. Three or four 
is best number. Players start each by drawing 12 Secret Word Cards. The 
youngest player starts. Now they take turns. During each turn, the players put 
one of their cards on the table and tell one line – say one of them has the 
card with the ‘unicorn’: “There as a lonely little unicorn that had never seen 
any other unicorn”. The next player plays one of this Secret Word Cards – 
say the ‘truck’ card. So, the story goes on: “One night the unicorn slipped out 
of his magic forest, waited along the highway and hopped in the back of an 
empty truck.” And the story moves on. The players go on with the story unless 
someone plays a Secret Word Card with the ‘reverse’ sign or the ‘stop’ sign. 
With the stop sign the last player, before the player playing this card, should 
memorize all the cards, one by one, that were used in the story. If the player 
can’t, he/she should take all the Secret Word Cards starting from the card 
he/she could not remember. With the reverse sign, the players should reverse 
the story starting with the player who put the card with the reverse sign. 
Again, the first one to forget a card should take all the Secret Word Cards 
remaining. A special rule: if a player plays a Special Spy Card, he/she can 
play two cards during his/her turn.
The game finishes when a player plays his/her last card, he/she is the winner.

Cooperative skills, individual skills.

Didactic aspect

Number of players

12+ years oldAge group

2+ players
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Code cardsCode cards

Players can play it with two, three or four people or with two    teams of two 
players. 
How to start? The players take sixty-four Secret Word Cards out of the stack 
and put them on the table with the image face up in four lines of four cards. 
Once they have put sixteen cards on the table, they put the next sixteen on 
top of the  first cards and so on till they have sixteen piles with four cards.
What is the aim? Players have to make lines or rows of cards that either 
all have  the same symbol, or all have a different symbol (there are four 
different symbols). If they manage to do so, they can remove these four cards 
from the game and keep them. During their turn, they can pick up one card 
and move it to another place in the square. They can put it there face up or 
face down. If face up – they should try to make a combination. If face down – 
they should remember the symbol on the card and wait for a chance. Instead 
of picking up and moving a card during their turn, they can also turn around 
a card that is face down. The game is over when there are no more series to 
make. The winner is the   one with most cards. If players have a spy card in 
their series, they get double points for those series.

Players use the symbols on the Secret Word Card, not words or images. 
The game trains them to make series of matching symbols. It helps with the 
expansion of memory-based skills.

General info

Rules

Cooperative skills.Didactic aspect

2-4 playersNumber of players

12+ years oldAge group
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         TMT+          TMT+ 
talking gametalking game

1. Each player writes down on one of the card his/her largest headache 
or relief regarding their work.

2. The cards are then collected, shuffled and turned over one by one.
3. As each card is turned over and read out loud, each player needs to 

write down who they believe wrote the card and how they themselves 
can help contribute to that person’s issue.

4. Points are given to those who got the source right, whereas the original 
source of the card can also give bonus point to the best contribution/
suggestion. 

The TMT+ Talking Game is being created for the TMT+ Yemen project, 
yet is easily adapted to other settings. Designed to be played bi-weekly 
or monthly, the Talking Game strengthens the bonds between colleagues 
from different areas of the company and allows them to learn from each 
other by discussing the challenges they face in their respective fields of 
expertise in the company. This was, the employees learn more other parts 
of the company and helps generate more appreciation for the work done 
by others. Part of the game is a set of cards designed for use with non-
permanent markers. A trained facilitator may or may not be required, but 
is recommended to be included for expediency.

General info

Rules

Cooperative skills.Didactic aspect

3+ playersNumber of players

16+ years oldAge group
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         TMT+ puzzle          TMT+ puzzle 
gamegame

1. Each player receives an even number of puzzle pieces.
2. The facilitator or player of choice decides upon what topic the 

game will be played – this may either be chosen from the suggested 
questions provided with the game or by deciding on one on their 
own initiative. The topic of the question should be short and simple, 
affecting the company as a whole, with examples being: 
a.  Inclusiveness     b.  Effectiveness     c.  Accountability

3. Each team member now writes their most important aspect(s) of the 
question’s solution they have in mind on the puzzle pieces.  

4. Once this is done, the team plays a game against time (as a collective 
adversary) by attempting to finish the puzzle. The cards/wooden 
pieces have different sizes but together, if properly combined, forming 
a square. (It is recommended the players are given ten minutes to finish 
the puzzle, starting from the moment they finish writing their thoughts on 
their pieces.)

Another game designed for the TMT+ Yemen project yet equally as 
adaptable, the TMT+ Puzzle game is based on Archimedes’ Square, 
fourteen geometric pieces forming a single shape. The game is aimed at 
further reinforcing the cooperation between the players, working together 
to create a combined vision for their workplace.

General info

Rules

Cooperative skills.Didactic aspect

2-7 playersNumber of players

16+ years oldAge group

5. Stop the time once the puzzle is completed.
6. Afterwards, turn over the puzzle onto the side where the players 

have written their statements to reveal their combined vision for the 
company! Discuss the outcome of the game, looking at (for example) 
which ideas were mentioned multiple times, what ideas could be most 
swiftly or easily accomplished by the team and what other possibilities 
are there to achieve their shared vision for the company?
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Games Individu
al skills 

Cooperative 
skills 

Making 
education more 

attractive 

Awareness 
raising 

Support for 
vulnerable 

people 
The Farmer’s Journey xxx x x x x 
Land Use Game x xxx   x 
WASH Quartet xxx  x  x 
WASH Code Cards xxx  x  x 
Fly Over  xxx xxx  x 
WASH Mazes x x xxx  x 
Arctic Sea   x xxx  
Animal Dice   x xxx  
Knossos   x   
Expedition through the 
Himalayas 

  x   

Deer and Lion   x   
The Savage Toucan River   x   
Catching Butterflies   x   
The Spider and the Fly   x   
Do Guti x     
Go Buffalo! x     
Jumbo Kushti x     
Fishing x     
Tigers and Goats x     
Charm the Snake x     
My Spy and I xxx x    
Code Cards  xxx    

 

The table below summarizes the 
didactic aspect of the games 
included in the catalogue. 
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